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The Serowe Construction Co-operative Company Limited (the ‘Con.co-
op‘, or ‘Konkopa’ in Setswana) was first registered in 1967, and 
survived for five or six years until it was liquidated in 1972 or ’73.   The 
story starts in 1962 when dissident South African exile Patrick van 
Rensburg and his Anglo-Welsh wife Liz travelled overland from Britain 
to Bechuanaland with the intention of  entering South Africa, from 
where Patrick had fled - via Bechuanaland - to England.     
 
Some years earlier Patrick had been South African Vice-Consul in The 
Congo, until he became disillusioned with his country’s race policy and 
resigned.   He then became Organising Secretary of the South African 
Liberal Party, but realised that if he persisted his political activities in 
the Republic he was likely to be interned.   So he left to take refuge in 
England, where amongst other things he helped - with Tennyson 
Makiwane - to organise from London the boycott of South African 
goods.   It was at that time that he wrote the autobiographical book 
’Guilty Land’, describing his own growing-up in that racially and 
culturally complex country.    
 
Once arrived in the Protectorate Pat and Liz made contact with Guy and 
Mollie Clutton-Brock, who were running a farm project at Radisele near 
Serowe.      Before coming to Radisele they had worked at St. Faith’s 
Mission Farm at Rusape in Rhodesia, until that project was dispersed by 
the then Prime Minister Ian Smith (of UDI fame) as being against his 
government’s race policies.   The history of  the Clutton-Brock’s  project 
at St. Faith’s  is recorded in the book ’Grass Roots’, by Patricia 
Chater.   Guy and Mollie pointed out to Patrick that he was likely to be 
arrested if he went back to South Africa, and emphasised that there 
was a huge unfulfilled need for secondary education in Bechuanaland.    
 
Pat and Liz had long held a dream of starting a school in Africa, so they 
took teaching posts at a primary school in Serowe - capital of the 
Bamangwato tribal territory.   They approached Rasebolai Kgamane - 
Tribal Regent since the death of Tshekedi Khama, and asked for land to 
site a school.   Rasebolai allocated ample land for the school and a 
school farm on the Eastern outskirts of Serowe sloping towards ’Rra 
Swaneng’ - a striking conical hill - and close to the unsurfaced road 
from the railhead at Palapye.    
 
They set up camp on the land and immediately started to plan their 
school, which was to be called Swaneng Hill and would have radical 



socialistic and co-operative aims.  It was only the sixth secondary 
school in the history of the Territory.    Five hundred pounds had been 
donated by Humanists in Britain to start the project.   The money was 
raised by Harold Blackham of Ballingham in Herefordhire, who died 
recently at the age of more than 105.   Pat and Liz were convinced - 
rightly, as it turned out - that further funds would come in as soon as 
results began to be seen. 
 
Some of their primary school pupils cleared the bush and levelled a 
playing field, in the hope of gaining a place at the new school.  They 
laid contour ridges of stones on the hillside to collect silt, and built small 
dams in the ’dongas’ (gulleys) to control the rapid erosion caused by 
over-grazing and tree-cutting for firewood.   Patrick undertook to 
oversee construction of the first classroom.    A borehole was sunk to 
provide water for the building, and eventually for the new school. 
 
As luck would have it, Patrick had been obliged as a very young man to 
work in his uncle’s building firm - which seemed to him at the time like 
an ordeal, as he describes it in ’Guilty Land.    However, this experience 
gave him the confidence to take on three local bricklayer/builders - Tod 
Kuhlmann, Tshediso, and Charlie Mmoi - and some labourers, to do the 
building work under his supervision. 
 
Foundations for the first classroom were set out.   Cement had to be 
ordered by phone from Bulawayo - 200 miles away in the (then) Colony 
of Rhodesia - brought by rail to Palapye, and then 30 miles by lorry on 
the unmade road.   Sand came from river-beds, often far away in the 
bush where the lorries collecting it were sometimes overwhelmed by 
flash floods.   Ballast for concrete came from a local contractor who 
operated a stone-crusher breaking up larger stones from a nearby 
hillside.   
 
Bricks were bought locally.   At that time, finding bricks in Botwana was 
not a problem because small brickyards existed throughout the 
country.   This was because Batswana migrant workers had long 
worked on farms in South Africa, where the Boers made bricks to build 
their farms using brick-making skills originating in the Netherlands (the 
Afrikaans name ‘Steenkamp‘ must mean ‘brickyard‘).   Through making 
bricks on farms in South Africa the Batswana also learned these skills, 
and in due course brought them home.   Because of this, when 
preparing to build in a village it was only necessary to ask “Where is the 
brickmaker?”, and a brick maker would appear before the first cup of 
tea had been drunk.  
 



The bricks were formed by hand in wooden moulds, and burned in 
’clamps’ - carefully constructed piles of many thousands of ’green’ 
bricks incorporating tunnels into which firewood was packed.   Coal was 
spread between the layers of bricks to carry the burn up through the 
pile.   A lorry would be sent to the railway at Palapye to collected the 
coal from alongside the line, where it fell from passing trains.   
 
A parallel from 20th century Britain: Noel Piecroft - the sixth-generation 
Hayling Island brick maker - when working in the 1980s was still sifting 
’town waste’ from rubbish tips in Portsmouth containing coal from pre-
war ‘ashcans’, thrown out when every house had coal fires.   Noel 
mixed the small pieces of coal with the brick earth, to augment the 
heat. 
 
A work-camp to build the classroom was organised by well-intentioned 
but unskilled (and presumably all White) students from South Africa, 
disgusted with apartheid.   They were so unskilled that at the end of 
each working day Patrick had to tactfully un-build their work and re-do 
it.   No doubt this experience - of contrasting their ineffectiveness with 
his own capability owing to his involuntary training in building - 
reinforced his conviction, which he later put to great effect at the 
school, that academic education should be complemented by a 
thorough grounding in practical skills. 
 
In spite of the set-back with the work-camp, and thanks to the efforts 
and hard work of Patrick and his builders, the classroom was ready for 
use by the time the school opened in January 1963 (fifty years ago last 
month!) to its first students.  Many more than could possibly be 
accommodated came from all over the territory, as well as some from 
the ‘locations’ of South Africa.   Pat and Liz were put under great 
emotional strain by weeping students who failed to get a place, as well 
as by their parents.   Pressure came from the tribal hierarchy to favour 
local applicants over those from South Africa. 
 
These difficulties having been overcome, one class of applicants was 
selected to be the first intake and crammed into the small classroom 
(which later became the school library) for the opening of the 
school.   During the remainder of that year the first instalments of what 
was to become a torrent of funding started to come in. Work started on 
a block of four more classrooms, and several volunteer teachers 
arrived. 
 
At the begining of 1964 my wife Mary, our two (then) small daughters 
and I arrived on the back of a lorry from Palapye in time for the start of 



the school’s second year .   We had travelled there by ship via the Suez 
Canal (then still open) and the Indian Ocean to Beira in Portuguese East 
Africa, then several days and nights by train across Mozambique and 
Rhodesia and down through Bechuanaland to Palapye.  Our reason for 
making this roundabout (and extremely interesting) journey was that 
we believed we might have had difficulty taking the more direct route 
through South Africa  because of Patrick’s earlier high profile as a 
politician in opposition to the Nationalist government.  
 
We came as independent volunteers, to work for our keep and a small 
allowance.   I was to take over from Patrick responsibility for building 
the school, and also teach English, French and ’Practial Building’.  My 
qualification for the building role was that we had built our own house 
in Hampshire.   As I was a woodworker, it had to be a wooden house - 
not very relevant on the edge of the Kalahari Desert.   Mary taught 
English, as well as looking after our children (we had a resistance to 
employing hired child-care - incomprehensible in a society where 
‘nannying‘ is the norm. 
 
While Tod, Tshediso and Charlie and their labourers built during the 
week, on Saturdays many of the students returned to the school to do 
voluntary work in exchange for a good lunch.   They put into practice to 
good effect the theory which they learned in ’practical building’ in the 
classroom.    
 
Many of the students were big and strong and responsible because 
among the cattle-herding Batswana boys  could traditionally spend 
several years in the bush at the ’cattle-post’ minding the animals before 
starting primary school - some not until well into their teens.   In the 
second year of the school the youngest boy in the first year class was 
fourteen, and the oldest was twenty-eight.   In due course some of the 
older boys became competent builders well able to organise the work, 
so that eventually the Saturday building sessions almost ran 
themselves.   A large part of the building was done through their 
efforts. 
 
During the following three years the school mushroomed.   Patrick’s 
practical, hands-on approach ticked all the boxes for aid agencies, and 
funding soon followed.   More building workers were taken on, including 
stonemasons to build foundations from the abundant surface stone, 
and a newly-trained carpenter.    
 
The builders were good all-rounders, having been taught practical skills 
- carpentry, bricklaying and stonemasonry - at school when Tshekedi 



Khama - regent during Seretse Khama’s boyhood and student days - 
believed that this was an important aspect of all boys‘ education.   Girls 
were taught more feminine skills such as cookery, needlework and how 
to make ‘milk showers’ (beadwork covers for milk and food, to keep the 
flies away). 
 
Batswana who had worked in the mines at ‘Gauteng’ (Johannesburg - 
The Place of Gold) brought other skills home with them.   Rrakesetse - 
known as ‘Dynamite’ - knew how to use gunpowder to blast rock in 
preparing foundations for buildings.   He made the holes for the charge 
by thumping a steel bit into the rock with a lump hammer .   Once the 
charge was laid a great warning shout would go up, and everybody 
moved away with ears covered until the big bang threw rocks and dust 
into the air. 
 
A very able stonemason and general builder - Sekgele Sosome - was 
taken on.   He had learned his trade at Tiger Kloof - a centre of further 
education for Africans in South Africa where many of the leaders of 
post-apartheid South Africa were educated.   Sekgele became general 
foreman at Swaneng. 
 
The builders were very generous with their skills - none of the ‘caginess’ 
often shown by trades people in ‘developed’ economies, where 
competition for work-places is fierce.   I - as well a the students - was 
able to learn much from them about building in an ‘undeveloped’ sub-
arid tropical region.   In return I brought with me skills and knowledge 
hitherto unknown to the local builders, and access to 
information.   Amongst other things, I showed them how to lay drains 
(a very misguided thing to do on the edge of the Kalahari!)   This give-
and-take - comprising a willingness to learn from each other - made us 
an effective team, of relevance to our later work together as a co-
operative. 
 
As soon as the school was well underway Patrick initiated the ‘Builders’ 
Brigade’ - a training scheme in practical skills for primary school leavers 
not able to find a place in secondary education.   The Brigades taught 
building, carpentry, tanning and farming/vegetable gardening.   Some 
basic relevant academic subjects were also taught. 
 
Two volunteer biology teachers - Tessa Harris from South Africa, and 
Jenny Baker - initiated a brigade for girls and women - the Basadi ba ba 
Ithusang - with some moral support from Patrick.   This brigade set up 
a garden not far from the school close to the ’Metsi Masweu’ (White 
Waters) river where water could be found throughout the year beneath 



the sand.   As well as growing vegetables cookery, diet and nutrition 
were important aspects of what this Brigade taught.       
 
The first Builders’ Brigade was led by a volunteer from Scotland - 
Alistair MacEwan - who later appears as one-half of the character 
‘Gilbert’ in Bessie Head’s book ‘When Rainclouds Gather’.   The other 
half was Vernon Gibberd, a Quaker volunteer who at that time was 
running the farm project at Radisele  initiated by Tshekedi Khama 
during his banishment there by the British before the Second World 
War.    
 
The banishment was imposed because Tshekedi had ordered a White 
man - Finn Mackintosh - to be flogged in the kgotla (the tribal court) for 
inappropriate behaviour with  Batswana girls in the village.   Finn later 
conceded that the punishment was well deserved, but such a thing 
couldn‘t be allowed to happen so close to the border with South 
Africa!.   The Navy - then on exercise in Durban - was ‘scrambled’, and 
travelled by train to Palapye and from there by road to Serowe to 
enforce the banishment.  On the way their guns got stuck in the 
sand.   Tshekedi answered their SOS, and sent his oxen to pull them 
out.   In Serowe, the tribe was lined up on the football ground with the 
guns trained on them while Tshekedi was publicly humiliated and 
banished. 
 
By 1966/67 (the time of independence, for which the somewhat 
reluctant Batswana had been groomed by the British government) the 
school was substantially built, with staff houses and specialist teaching 
accommodation as well a classrooms.   A monstrous symbolic school 
hall, based on a large steel-frame agricultural building manufactured in 
Johannesburg, had been started.   This was to absorb a vast number of 
bricks and many hours of  ’compulsory-voluntary’ work before it was 
finished.   The whole Swaneng establishment had the appearance of a 
sprawling village.   At least one hundred workers were on the payroll 
including domestics, and workers on the school farm.   So the question 
arose: “What happens with the builders?”. 
 
While the school was expanding Patrick had started a consumer co-
operative in Serowe with support from an enthusiastic expatriate 
Registrar of Co-operatives, Trevor Bottomley.   Following this, the 
suggestion arose: “Why not encourage the builders to form themselves 
into a workers’ co-operative, to find work outside the school?“.   In the 
discussions around co-operatives the idea of collective work was not 
alien, because for a long time the ‘regiments‘ had carried out public 
works.   These arose in the times of tribal wars, when boys in an age-



group were initiated into the tribe to form the regiments, which fought 
the battles.   With the arrival of ’Pax Britannica’, this function became 
redundant.   But the regiments - of women as well as of men - were 
then called out to build the roads, or to construct dams.    
 
Numerous meetings had to be called, to introduce the idea to the 
builders.   They were accustomed to frequent long meetings - a feature 
of Tswana society where decisions are made by consensus.   They and 
I often had such meetings because it was necessary from time to time 
to sort out problems which arose through introducing a ‘modern’ project 
into a traditional society.   An example of this is the difficulty of 
explaining the connection between pay and time worked. 
 
A worker would come and say: “My uncle has died and I must go to the 
funeral.   I’ll be away for a week”.   The following week he returns, and 
finds no pay-packet.   “Madi a me a kae?” (“Where is my money?”).   A 
difficult conversation follows, trying to explain how wages depend on 
hours worked.    
“But I told you I was going, and you gave me permission!” 
 
In traditional Tswana society servants could live in the household as 
though under-privileged family members, doing menial tasks - cleaning, 
child-minding or looking after the animals.   They would get their keep 
and if things went well, at the end of the year they might be given a 
calf.   But they didn’t lose out if they took legitimate time off from work 
during the year. 
 
Another aspect of the difficulties of transition from a tribal society to the 
modern world had to do with status.   Seniority on the building site did 
not necessarily correspond with traditional roles.   Hence the foreman 
on the job - who may be a ’nobody’ in the village - might have to give 
instructions to or to reprimand a labourer who is a relative of the chief, 
sometimes giving rise to bad feeling.    
 
This confusion over status could be seen for example when in the 
middle of one working day builders were to be found sitting round 
holding court, trying the headmaster of the nearby primary 
school.   Although as a head teacher he is socially superior in the 
modern world to the builders , they are entitled to try him and impose a 
fine if he misbehaves.   The misdemeanour in this case had been that 
he had sent round one of his pupils (during the school day) to collect 
money from the builders for some dubious purpose, and they felt that 
he was trying to cheat them.        
 



In the recent pre-colonial history of the Batswana, tribes fleeing from 
the aggressive Matebele or Zulus would seek refuge in ‘Khama’s 
Country’, where they would be allowed to stay - but not to own 
cattle.   As livestock constituted the traditional wealth of the people, 
these ’incomers’ were relatively poor and powerless.   An example is the 
‘Bakalaka’ (the Kalanga), who fled Mzilikaze from the north.   When 
Europeans arrived and set up schools, the Kalanga were among the first 
to take advantage of the education offered.   Becoming literate, they 
were first in line for jobs in the administration, and later in 
government.   
 
The Batswana - complacent with their wealth of cattle - felt superior 
and not needing to add education to their other advantages.   This 
situation - rather similar to that of the relationship between Jews in 
Europe and the indigenous peoples - has given rise to some inter-
cultural tension. 
 
The discussions about co-operatives gave rise to some interesting 
linguistic problems.   In societies seeking a national identity, such as 
Norway in the 20th century establishing its independence from 
Denmark, or the Third Reich between the wars, creating a ’pure’ 
language becomes an issue.   In Norway ’Nynorsk’ (New Norwegian) - 
replacing ’foreign’ words with new ones fabricated from Norwegian 
roots - was introduced alongside the original language.   In Germany, 
’Fernspreche’ (far speak) replaced the inferior Latinate ’telephone’. 
 
As independence approached in Botswana efforts were being made to 
do something similar to Nynorsk with Setswana.   For example, 
‘Tshwaragano’ (from go tshwara - ’to grab, grasp or hold’) being used 
for ’business’ or ’enterprise’.   Likewise, introducing the concept of the 
co-operative entailed using ’created’ Setswana words for English ones 
such as ’constitution’.   This caused much puzzlement, which usually 
had to be resolved by falling back on the English or Afrikaans 
equivalent: “Eh-ee - Jaanong, ke a utlwa!”   “Ye-es - now I 
understand!”.  
 
Also, in Botswana many English and Afrikaans words have been 
absorbed into the language over time, and are regarded as 
belonging.   For example, an old man comes into the chemist’s shop in 
Serowe and asks the price of a medicine.   He is told “30 cents” (South 
African money, being introduced to replace Rhodesian £.s.d., and 
equivalent to three shillings).   Enraged, he starts to bang his fist on the 
counter, saying “Ga ke Lekgoa!” (“I’m not an Englishman!”).   “Ga ke 
itse Sekgoa!”.   (“I don’t speak English!)”.   (shouting): “Ke THREE 



BOB!”.   (“It’s THREE BOB!”). 
 
After three years - In 1967, soon after independence - we left for 
Britain, to return a bit less than three years later.   We wanted our 
children and their grandparents to have the opportunity to get to know 
each other.   Also I felt I needed some further training and qualification, 
having struggled (besides teaching) to be  architect, supervisor, clerk of 
works and quantity surveyor all-in-one - learning as I went 
along.   What happened with the newly-formed builders’ co-operative 
while we were away will be the subject of the next chapter (relatively 
brief, because we weren‘t around to see the detail).	  
	  


